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Abstract—We propose a method which performs anisotropic 
morphological dilation via implicit smoothing for the purpose 
of restoring the degraded character shapes of binarized images. 
Exploiting the idea of geodesic morphology that the binary 
image and its distance transformed image are interconvertible, 
we apply a smoothing method not to the binary image but 
to the distance transformed image, and then reconvert it by 
binarization. This allows us.to apply conventional smoothing 
methods for continuous intensity, i.e., gray scale, images to the 
discrete intensity, i.e., binary, image implicitly. For instance, 
by using anisotropic diffusion together with geodesic dilation, 
anisotropic dilation along the stroke direction is obtained and 
brings better results. 
ー
INTRODUCTION 
Japanese historical documents [1], [2] were often written 
with brush and ink called Sumi on wooden tablets Mokkan 
and Japanese paper Washi, as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the 
age deterioration of these media, character strokes become 
illegible. The degree of deterioration is sometimes too severe 
to extract the character shape by binarization (BZ). As a result 
the binarized black and white (bw) patterns are fractionated at 
wide intervals and also noisy background patterns are mixed 
in. Therefore, the kind of deterioration differs from what 
conventional OCR methods have been dealing with [3], [4]. 
Worse yet, sometimes only bw-images which were scanned a 
few decades ago are available because of further deterioration 
of the original materials. In a such case, existing restoration 
methods [5] for gray scale images cannot be applied directly. 
These are the problems for OCR of Japanese historical doc-
uments [6], and therefore, we deal with bw-character patterns 
and examine the shape restoration problem. 
Basically, to improve the condition of bw-images, the 
original color images are smoothed before BZ, by using edge-
aware denoising or smoothing filters such as the Wiener filter 
[7], bilateral filter [8] and anisotropic diffusion [9], since the 
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Fig. I. Deteriorated character shapes writen on a wooden tablet Mo姓an
and Japanese paper Washi provided by the databases ofTo切oUniv. [I] and 
Nara NRTCP [2], (a)original Mok如n,(b）acharacter ofMokkan and its BZ, 
(c) original Washi, (d)bw-characters ofWashi. 
original images have more color and gradient information. Af-
ter that, a morphological operation is applied to the improved 
bw-images to remove the remaining noise. However, when the 
stroke structure is corrupted over a wide region, conventional 
filters for continuous intensity, i.e., gray scale images, do not 
work since they are designed to deal with the correlation within 
a compact region. Although texture smoothing (10] has the 
ability to smooth and inpaint the gap between structures, the 
structure intervals considered here are too wide to deal with. 
As for discrete intensity, i.e., binary images, morphological 
dilation and erosion are traditionally used to combine the 
fractionated bw-pattems. More recently, geodesic rnorpholog-
ical filtering has been proposed in (11], (12], which extend 
traditional methods by utilizing the distance transform(DT). 
Because the dilation and erosion are isotropic, however, they 
tend to incorrectly combine stroke components and neighbor-
ing noisy background patterns. Therefore, (11], (12] are not 
directly suited to directional strokes. Binary Markov random 
fields with an Ising model (13] can also deal with the problem 
discussed here. Unfortunately, a long execution time is required 
to obtain stable results, and this method cannot restore strokes 
fractionated at wide intervals. 
In our method, we focus on the geodesic morphology 
(11], (12] and the interconvertibility of the bw-image and 
the distance transformed (dt) image. Because the latter has 
continuous intensity, we expect that well developed edge-aware 
smoothing filters can be applied to the dt-irnage. Our method 
is quite simple and consists of existing methods as described 
below (see also the graphical flowchart shown in Fig. 2). 
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Distance transform (DT): a bw-image is converted 
into a dt-image. 
Anisotropic smoothing (AS): an AS filter is applied 
to the di-image. 
Binarization(BZ): the smoothed dt-image is recon-
verted into a bw-image by BZ, where the effects of 
dilation and erosion are obtained by changing the 
threshold. 
Note that conventional geodesic morphological filtering [11], 
[12] consists of 1) DT and 3) BZ, and they mainly discuss the 
DT method and the combination of dt-images. By・embedding 
a smoothing filter into the framework of geodesic morphology, 
the characteristic of the AS filter appears in the resulting bw-
images. Besides, itis known that character conversion via DT 
is robust to scale changes, and it is used for the real-time 
rendering of text strings in game graphics [14]. Therefore, in 
the DT domain, we can afford to change the image resolution 
according to the character fragment intervals. Furthermore, 
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Fig. 2.Flowchart of our character shape smoothing method via the DT domain. First, a noisy input bw-image (a) is converted into a dt-irnage(b） （the luminance 
range of the dt-images is adjusted nonlinearly for display). Second, thedt-image is smoothed at an adequate resolution (c) and (d). Finaly, thesmoothed dt-image 
(e) is reconverted into a bw-image by BZ (t). 
multi-resolution smoothing can be applied to the de-image if 
needed. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. I
describes the details of the algorithm used in our method. 
Sec. II shows the experimental results and comparisons. 
I. SMOOTHING VIA THE DISTANCE TRANSFORM 
DOMAIN 
We first describe the distance transform (DT) and binariza-
tion (BZ) as a part of conventional geodesic morphological 
filtering, and then describe anisotropic smoothing (AS). 
A. Distance Transform and Binarization 
The purpose of the DT is to estimate the distance from 
the nearest boundary of a character. Additionally, by using土
signs, we can distinguish the background (+) and character 
fragments (-). Fig. 3 (a) shows an example of the DT for a 
lD signal. By thresholding the signed dt-image, a bw-image 
is obtained again. Additionally the change in threshold results 
in dilation and erosion effects. 
Quasi Euclidean distance transform. Instead of the normal 
Euclidean DT, we employ the quasi Euclidean DT with a fast 
raster scan algorithm which is used in [12], [15], because 
the results obtained after AS are almost the same for al DT 
methods. The raster scan is performed twice, first in lexical 
order, then in inverse lexical order. At each pixel of the dt-
image, the distance represented as a pixel value is propagated 
from adjacent pixels that have already been scanned. 
Let I be the input bw-image, and I(p) E {O, 1} be the 
black (0) and white (1) discrete intensity at pixel p E Z2. 
The neighboring 3 x 3 pixels are defined by p +△，△ E 
{ （こ;)，（-;,'),..,(!;)}. Black pixels adjacent to white pixels 
are defined as boundary pixels {Pb}. Then, let D be the dt-
image, and initialize the pixel values, i.e., distances, by using 
the boundary pixels as follows: 
仁□
D(P) ＝ ｛° ifp＝砂 ，
oo otherwise 
(1) 
where oo is a large value at least larger than the total number 
of pixels. 
The raster scanning in lexical order (left-to-right and top-
to-bottom) is performed to propagate and update the minimum 
distance at each pixel as 
D(p) = min{D(p＋△） ＋I△|｝， (2) 
；巳へ三
i 
l ↑ BW 「ゴ←一►
Black is 
dilated ?
｀ (a) 1D signal (b) 2D Fig. 3. An example of morphological dilation via DT and BZ. The original bw-signal (top) is transformed into a di-signal (middle). By binarizing the dt-signal with a threshold -r > 0, the result becomes a dilated bw-signal again (-r < O results in erosion). In the case of using the 2D quasi Euclidean DT (b）,the point indicated by the arrow (top), spreads into an octangle (middle). 
where△ E {（コ），に），（閂），（計），（ば）｝ indicatesthe posi-
tion relative to pixels that have already been scanned (the 
center pixel is also included as (0, 0), and the L2 norm 
I△||E {O, 1,v'2} is the distance. On the other hand, scanning 
in inverse lexical order (right-to-left and bottom-to-top) uses 
△E{（且），に），（式），（か），（ぶ）｝． 
Finally,土 signsare assigned to each pixel D(p) to distin-
guish character fragments (-) from the background (+): 
D(p) ＝ {-D(p) if I(P). = 0. 
+D(P) otherwlSe (3) 
Binarization by constant thresholding. We employ a simple 
non-adaptive thresholding filter with a single threshold value 
for al pixels, because it works well despite its simplicity. Let 
J be the reconverted bw-image. The pixel value J(p) is given 
by using a threshold T as follows: 
J(P) ＝ {° ifD(P) < T dilation if T > 0 l otherwise ,where{none if T = 0. （4) 
erosion if T < 0 
Examples of bw-images yielded from different thresholds are 
shown in Fig. 4 of Sec. II. Incidentally, using pixel-wise 
adaptive thresholding, pixel-wise adaptive dilation and erosion 
are obtained. We consider automatic adaptive thresholding in 
future work. 
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B. Anisotropic Smoothing 
As for the smoothing method, anisotropic smoothing meth-
ods tend to yie.ld better results than isotropic smoothing 
methods. In particular, local gradient based methods such as 
anisotropic diffusion are suited to AS filtering. Examples of 
bw-irnages yielded from different smoothing filters are shown 
in Fig. 5 in Sec. II. 
Anisotropic diffusion PDE in [9]. The gradients of ・dt-
images are smooth in the range (intensity) direction, while 
variations are mainly observed in the spatial direction due 
to the curvature of the edges. Therefore, we expect that 
anisotropic diffusion, which has higher direction resolution 
than other filters, issuited to smoothing dt-images, and employ 
a multivalued regularization PDE (partial differential equation) 
[9] as our diffusion method. 
First we compute the edge direction at each pixel p. Let 
釦 and0_ E配 bethe tangent and normal vectors of an 
edge, and let心 and入＿begradients along the vectors (we 
omit 0 (p) and入(p)for simplicity). The vectors and gradients 
are obtained from SVD (singular value decomposition) of the 
structure tensor G E罠2x 2 which consists of gradient images 
of the dt-image {Dx, Dy}＝▽D as follows: 
u如 ＝svd(G),where G=［芯認iykは約］，（5)
where K * represents Gaussian filtering to smooth the gradi-
ent images. I: = diag心，入-)indicatesthe maximum and . . ( 
minimum eigenvalues of G, and [0+, 0_] = U indicates the 
corresponding eigenvectors. 
Using the edge direction vectors {0+,0-} and gradients 
｛ふ,¥_}, the gradient tensor T E 尺2x2is computed as 
follows: 
T = f+h/A:;:-"+L)0+0r + 1-(~)0_〇：： , (6)
where f韮） arefunctions which control the smoothness of the 
resulting image. In [9), they are given as 
1 1 
f+(x) = ~, J_(x) = 
1 + x2'J戸・ (7) 
In our implementation, we normalize the gradients｛入ゎ入｝
for the dt-images by multiplying the standard deviation by 
c / std({ F-}), because the original method seems to be 
designed for the intensity range [O, 255]. Here, c controls edge 
enhancement. 
Finally, using the gradient tensor T and a Hessian matrix 
H =▽（▽D)T ［圧 D…l＝ D”, Dッツ , the iterative smoothing equa-
tion is given by 
D(t+I) = D(t) +,Tr(TH), (8) 
where t isthe iteration number and I controls the convergence. 
In the experiment in this paper, each parameter of AS is 
roughly set so as to yield reasonable results. 
Il. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We show some comparison results in this section. The 
resulting images using our method are yielded by using the 
same parameter setting as for the AS in [9]: the resizing scale is 
1/4; the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter Kiser= 1.5; 
the edge enhancement is c = 20; the number of iterations and 
its time step are t = 30 and 1 = ¼- On the other hand, the 
1319 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of BZ with diferent thresholds, (a)isotropic Gausian 
filter,(b)anisotropic difusion [9]. From the left, di-image, bw-images using 
thresholds -r = {O, 2,4}. 
約糸牙、約
(a) Original(b）Median (c) Bilateral (d) DT filter 
約糸和、約
(e) WLS filter (f) TS filter (g) PDE1 (h) PDE2 
Fig. 5. Comparison of smoothing filters, (a)original di-image (top) and 
bw-image(bottom) for reference,(b）median filter, (c)bilateral filter [8], (d) 
domain transform (DT) filter (with recursive filtering) [16], (e)WLS filter [17], 
(f) texture smoothing (TS) [10], (g) anisotropic diffusion(PDEりin[18], (b) 
anisotropic diffusion(PDEりin[9]. The same threshold -r = 2 isused for 
BZ. The parameters ofeach method are adjusted so as to yield sinilar results 
parameters of conventional methods are tuned so as to yield 
similar results. 
There seems to be many parameters required to be set, 
however, the only important parameter is the BZ threshold T 
described later. The other parameters for the AS are not so 
sensitive for the resulting images. Although the parameters 
usually should be changed depending on image sizes, in 
our method, we can resize the distance image for the size 
normalization(because the distance images have robustness 
for scaling) and use the fixed pararrieters for that resolution. 
When applying our method to the whole image including many 
characters (as shown in Fig. 1), we need to adjust the BZ 
threshold for a few characters respectively, depending on the 
deterioration degree. 
A Comparison of BZ thresholds is shown in Fig. 4. Rea-
sonable thresholds are around the range T E [0.5, 2]in this 
experiment. Note that the morphological dilation via DT allows 
non-integer thresholds, which is different from traditional 
dilation, and it gives more latitude in the threshold selection. 
The use of anisotropic smoothing tends to preserve the stroke 
shapes. 
A Comparison of AS methods is shown in Fig. 5. The 
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Fig. 6. Imitative smoothing: the DT issubstituted with a smoothing filter with 
a Laplacian distribution. The input bw-image (a) is smoothed by a smoothing 
filter with a Laplacian distribution(b）．Then, the image is further smoothed 
by AS (c). Finaly, the smoothed image is reconverted into a bw-image by BZ 
(d). 
methods (b-d) have weak anisotropy, while methods (e-h) 
are gradient based methods and have strong anisotropy. The 
differences mainly appear in the smoothness of the stroke 
boundaries. In practice, the anisotropic diffusions (g) and 
(h) correctly capture the concave shape near the center of 
the image. The noisy background patterns remaining in the 
diffusion methods can be removed by applying morphological 
region properties such as area and aspect ratio. 
hnitative smoothing without DT (IS). To show the effec-
tiveness of using the DT domain, we substitute the smoothing 
filter with a Laplacian distribution for the DT. Since the 
shape of the Laplacianさexp(―弓）， whereC is a coefficient 
for normalization, has a cuspate shape, the intensity of the 
resulting images has a sim血rshape to the dt-images. Fig. 6 
shows a sample of IS wh~re the standard deviation of the 
Laplacian is 17 = 15. The bottleneck of this IS filter is it 
requires a large filter size for better results. Even if the Fourier 
transform is used, boundary expansion is required to reduce the 
artifacts caused by the circularity of the FFf. 
Comparison with conventional methods. In Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8, we show the original bw image (a) and an ideal image 
(j）for reference, and four kinds of denoising and smoothing 
methods which seem to be effective for bw-images: mor-
phological methods (b)(c), our DT based methods (d)(e), 
statistical methods (f)(g), and segmentation based methods 
(h)(i). In addition, we show two samples: a sample with a 
noisy background (Fig. 7) and a sample with fractionated thin 
strokes (Fig. 8), because some methods tuned for the former 
sample are not good at dealing with the latter sample. 
From the results, one can see the segmentation based 
methods (h)(i) and our method (d) extract the stroke shapes. 
Actually the median filter (g) has a basic property of the 
TCP(h）， and it yields a similar result. The problem with 
the segmentation methods is their execution time (for random 
memory access) to search the thick density direction of the 
point cloud. In contrast, our method can be performed in a 
short time. The execution time of our method implemented in 
MATLAB is 2 (sec/Mpix) on a Core i7 2.67GHz PC. 
The other results using our method are shown in Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10. The upper images with minor deterioration are restored 
well. However, it is stil difficult to restore fractionated patterns 
with wide intervals. In such cases, additional interpolation 
using manual annotation is required in the OCR stage [6]. 
Though, since one can roughly see the character shapes in the 
dt-images, especially in Fig. 10, itis possible to extract the 
correct stroke shapes with adaptive thresholding. Incidentally, 
different thresholds T = 0.7 and T = 3 are used in each figure. 
We think it is possible to decide the adequate threshold from 
the degree of background noise. 
????
(a) (b） (c) (d) 
Fig. 9. Our results for other samples with a noisy background. From left, 
(a) original bw-image,(b）dt-image, (c) smoothed dt-image, (d) resulting 
smoothed bw-image. The threshold used here is T = 0.7. 
,t k．¢ i 
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(a) (b） （c) (d) 
Fig. 10. Our results for other samples with fractionated thin strokes. The 
order of the images is the same as in Fig. 9. The threshold used here is -r = 3.
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In historical documents written by Sumi, characters need to 
be considered as not only a shape but the stream of lines. Be-
cause some characters can be recognized only by their stroke 
orders. We have described a method for restoring the stream 
of strokes, using implicit smoothing for the morphological 
operation. This method is able to remove noisy patterns in 
the background and connect the fractionated character strokes 
in a short execution time. In future work, the final thresholding 
process has to be improved by employing adaptive threshold-
ing. Also, anisotropic smoothing must be improved to suit dt-
images. 
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